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Abstract—Managing security risks on information systems
is essential to guarantee their security while handling costs.
However, the complexity of risk assessments is greatly increased
when data is spread on multiple environments. In this paper we
present a security risk assessment model for distributing business
processes in a multi-cloud environment. We aim at offering the
full power of cloud computing to composite applications while
shielding companies from the complexity related to security risk
assesments in the Cloud. We also want to give them the capablility
to automatically generate secure and cost-effective applications
across multiple clouds. Our approach is based on existing risk
assessment methodologies, while using the industry recognized
IT standards.
Index Terms—Business Process; Security Risk Management;
Cloud

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing avoids upfront infrastructure costs, and
helps organizations to focus on their core business activities,
instead of their system infrastructure [1]. It enables to rapidly
adjust resources to meet unpredictable demand and transforms
investment costs in operating expenses through a pay-as-yougo approach. So, cloud computing can be of great benefit,
especially in times where cost reduction plays a vital role.
But recent events, like the NSA spying scandal, underscore
the threats of such services. Using off-premise and shared
infrastructures exposes the information systems of companies
to new kind of security risks. A taxonomy of these risks are
published by CSA [2] and ENISA [3]. New techniques and
solutions, to prevent harms that can adversely affect companies
business activities, must be defined before broader adoption.
One technique, proposed by Jensen et al. [4] or by AlZain
et al. [5], consists in spreading applications over different
locations to increase the complexity for a third party to
gather sensitive business information. In previous work [6],
we presented how to implement automatically such a solution
by working on business processes, which formally structure
and describe the activities of a company. However, it does
not obviate the realization of security risk assessments [7]
to understand all of the security risks. And current assessment
methods, if applicable for on-premises architectures, need to
be adapted for multi-cloud environments.
In this sense, our goal is to reduce the complexity of
security risk assessment in a cloud context, in order to
generate secure and cost-effective applications on multi-cloud
platforms. In fact, existing cloud solutions offer different types

of services regarding security, whereas the business processes
have their own security requirements. As a consequence, two
important questions arise when outsourcing processes in a
cloud enviroment. How to compare different cloud offers when
considering security? How to align process requirements with
existing cloud offers? To answer these questions, we present an
approach for assessing security risks in a cloud context before
distributing a business process execution accross multiple
clouds.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents some
background about security risk assessment applied to cloud
computing, a motivating example and an overview of our
framework. Section III formally defines our concepts and
presents our approach on security risk assesment in a multicloud environment. In Section IV, we demonstrate a proof-ofconcepts implementation and experimental evaluations. Then,
we situate our work in the related research in Section V, and
we finally present future extensions in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND , M OTIVATING E XAMPLE AND
OVERVIEW
Here we give some definitions to explain why current
risk assessment methodologies need to be adapted for cloud
computing. We also present a motivating example used all
along this paper and overview our approach.
A. Security Risk Assessment Background and Cloud Computing
Roughly speaking, a risk is defined as the combination of
the probability that an event occurs and its consequences [8].
In the IT security context, where IT components (ex. hardware,
network, etc.) support business assets (ex. information, processes, etc.), the security risk is defined in a more fine-grained
fashion. The event is usually seen as a threat which uses one
or more vulnerabilities of the IT components in order to create
a negative impact (ex. destruction, alteration, theft, etc.) on the
business assets [7]. For instance, an attacker steals customers’
information (i.e., threat) through a compromised interface (i.e.,
vulnerability) which leads to the business reputation loss (i.e.,
impact).
In this sense, a security risk assessment consists usually
in evaluating the following formula: risk = vulnerability ×
threat × impact ([9], [8]). The goal is to estimate security
risks in a quantitative and/or qualitative manner, to select
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Business Process Motivation Example: Insurance Claim Recovery Chain.

those that need to be reduced and to develop countermeasures.
Developing countermeasures involves the implementation of
security controls by constraining technical solutions and by
reducing vulnerabilities on the business settings. Security controls are management, operational, or technical safeguards prescribed for an information system to protect the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of the system and its information.
Examples are firewalls or intrusion detection systems.
In a Cloud context, the major problem of security risk
assessments is that parts of the IT are outsourced. Thus,
Cloud consumers have no control over the equipment hosting
their assets and must integrate with an architecture defined by
the Cloud provider. So, the identification of vulnerabilities
becomes a complex task, especially as Cloud providers may
be tempted to conceal the vulnerabilites of their technical
solutions. However, we are convinced that in a mature market,
Cloud consumers will be able to select Cloud providers with
favorable terms, especially, secure Cloud offers at suitable
prices. In such a direction, standards like CSA Cloud Control
Matrix [10] or ISO 27017 [11] help Cloud providers to secure
their installations and service offers.
Nevertheless, the impact of given cloud security risks,
i.e. the potential financial losses, are still related to Cloud
consumers, as they hold the value of their business assets.
So, security risk assessments cannot be delegated to Cloud
providers. Thus, in order to leverage the global quality of the
security risk assessments, some Cloud brokers have emerged.
Cloud brokers are entities managing the use, performance and
delivery of Cloud services [12]. They can help customers to
choose adequate Cloud providers according to their security
requirements. They are responsible for evaluating the likelihood of risks by analyzing the security controls that are
implemented by Cloud providers.
B. Motivating Example - Insurance Recovery Chain
To illustrate the goal of our proposal, we define an insurance
claim recovery chain [13] as a business process model using
BPMN notation (depicted in Fig. 1). In this business scenario,
a beneficiary initiates the claim recovery chain by sending a
declaration to the insurance company. First, to handle an incident declaration, the insurance invokes the emergency service
to obtain a statement on the incident details. Second, with

the details provided by the emergency service, the insurance
collects in parallel the different reports from the hospital
and the police. They are needed by the expert to decide on
the reimbursement amount. Finally, the bank is optionally
requested for a transfer and a reimbursement decision is sent to
the beneficiary in order to complete the claim recovery chain.
The data associations (dotted arrows) between tasks show
the data dependencies between the service-component that
implement the processes. For example, the Initiate Claim
activity transfers the Claim document to the Obtain Incident
Details activity.
Now, suppose this company wants to outsource this process
to the cloud to save money. The problem is, that the company
has not necessarily the competencies to do this on its own.
First of all, it does not know the cloud specific security risks
and how to evaluate them for this process handling private data
about its clients. Then, the selection of adapted cloud providers
can be really time consuming, as there are many providers
and it is not always easy to compare their offers. Finally,
the company knows that for cost-effectiveness and security
reasons it would be better to distribute the process on multiple
providers, but it does not know how the decomposition for this
purpose is done. Thus, the company needs some support.
Note that it can also have additional requirements about
the distribution of a process. As example, the dotted boxes
in Fig. 1 describe some design decisions (modeled as constraining groups on tasks) made for this insurance service.
The inclusion means that the tasks have to enact in the same
context. The exlusion means that the tasks must be distributed
among different contexts. See [14] for more about that.
C. Overview of the approach
To support such requirements for security risk assessment and secure deployment of a business process in the
Cloud, we have defined the following approach. It consists
of a design-time framework for generating secure and costeffective process-centered applications in cloud environments.
First, a Cloud consumer (e.g. the insurance company)
models a business process extended with non-functional
requirements (security needs). He transmits them to a Cloud
broker who analyzes the cloud offers coming from different
Cloud providers. The broker realizes a risk assessment by
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Our design-time framework for multi-cloud business process deployment.

evaluating the risk of the different available offers for the given
needs.
Then, the broker conducts a cloud selection based on the
functional requirements and the costs of the available offers.
At this point there are two possibilities. Either the risk is taken
as a constraint (the offers where the risk is too important are
excluded) and the selection optimizes the cost. Or the cost
is taken as a constraint and the selection is done in order to
minimize the risk.
Finally, the broker undertakes the process decomposition
to split down the process into sub-processes. As each task
can be assigned to a different cloud provider, the structure of
the process needs to be adapted. The process is automatically
decomposed, and the different fragments are assigned to
their respective environments. The assignment of fragments
to clouds is what we call a configuration. This part is based
on a tool we developed in the context of composite service
deployment. It is not the objective of the paper to enter
in the details of the algorithm for splitting a process. A
detailed description of the process decomposition and servicecomponent configurations can be found in [15] and [6].
III. F ORMAL FRAMEWORK
This section specifies the concepts of our risk assessment
model and formalizes it. Its structure is depicted in Fig. 3. As
our approach is based on the duality between risk management
and cost optimization, the section is arranged in two parts.
First we discuss our risk assessment model (Section III-A), our
main target. Then we present a synthesized cost management
model (Section III-B).
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A. Cloud Security Risk Assessment Model
Definition 1 (Cloud Consumer): An entity which browses
the offers from Cloud providers (or Cloud brokers) and uses
the service adapted to its functional and non-functional requirements. It is specified as follows:
Asset = Process ∪ Task ∪ Data ∪ Message, the set of
business assets of the consumer information system,
Objective = {Authenticity, Availability, Confidentiality,
Integrity, Non-repudation}, a set of security objectives,
Need : Asset × Objective → Level, defines security needs,
Threshold : ({Low, Medium, High | Low < Medium <
High}), defines a global acceptable risk level,
ExecutionCost : Task → N∗ , defines task execution costs
(in seconds),
SizeCost : Data → N∗ , defines data size costs (in bytes),
A security objective helps to determine the impact of a
security risk. It is frequently defined in terms of confidentiality, integrity, availability, non-repudiation and authenticity
(CIANA)1 . These objectives must be fulfilled to ensure the
security of a technical solution and its data [8].
Different levels of security needs are usually expressed on
process data objects ([16],[17]). As business processes are
mainly task-centric (typically a task represents a web service
call), we need to relate these data-centric security needs to the
tasks of the business process. This is achieved by appliying a
simple Bell-LaPadula model as in [18]. Thus, we define the
security need of a task as the highest needed value of the
data it handles. Formally, for a task ta, in- and out-going data
elements d of ta, and an objective o, the security need is:
N eed(ta, o) =

max

di ∈Data(ta)

N eed(di , o)

(1)

The threshold is a global value used for the final Cloud
provider selection. It indicates the acceptable level of risk,
below which the risk will be retained. It will determine which
Cloud provider can be used and which not. This is further
illustrated in Section IV-B.
Definition 2 (Cloud Provider): An entity which can hold
multiple Cloud offers. It is responsible for the implementation
of security controls (typically controls defined by the CSA [10]
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Fig. 3.

Risk Assessment Model for multi-Cloud environments

1 Legality, robusteness, minimal performance or scalability can also be
listed [8].
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or the ISO 27017 [11]), to protect its offers from attacks and
to comply with regulations. It is specified as follows:
Offer, as a set of Cloud offers,
Control, is a set of controls,
Implementation : Offer × Control → {0,1}, defines if a
control is implemented or not by an offer.
UsageCost, StorageCost, TransferCost : Offer → N∗ ,
defines offers’ costs in terms of usage (in $/second),
storage (in $/byte) and transfer (in $/byte)
Instead of focusing on vulnerabilities, as in [19], our risk
assessment approach focuses on security controls. As example,
the CSA defines 197 controls in its Cloud Control Matrix [10].
Due to a lack of space, we do not show an exhaustive list of
these controls, but examples are:
• IS-19.4 Do you maintain key management procedures?
• RI-01.1 Is your organization insured by a 3rd party for
losses?
• SA-02.7 Do you allow tenants to use third party identity
assurance services?
We indicate the implementation of each control by a
provider offer with a boolean function. If the offer implements
the given security control, the function returns 1, otherwise 0.
This choice is recommended by the CSA in [10].
Definition 3 (Cloud Broker): An entity which can provide
three types of services [12]: enhance existing services (service
intermediation) like security, combine multiple services (aggregation) or measure different providers and select the best
(arbitrage). It is specified as follows:
Threat, as a set of security threats
Control, the same set of controls as the Cloud provider
Objective, the same set of objectives as the Cloud
consumer
Mitigation : Threat × Control → {0,1} indicates if the
control mitigates the threat or not,
Consequence: Threat × Objective → {0,1} indicates if
the threat has a consequence on the objective or not,
As explained previously, there are different cloud-specific
security threats (ex. data breaches, data losses, malicious
insiders, etc.). Each threat has a consequence on one or more
security objectives. We use the CIANA list of objectives
and the CSA list of threats, where each threat is related to
multiple objectives of a business asset (see [2]). For example,
data breaches have only a consequence on confidentiality.
Whereas, data losses have a consequence on avaibility and
non-repudiation. Also, malicious insiders have a consequence
on all five objectives. This binary relation can be represented
in a matrix relating the threats to the objectives.
The threats are mitigated by one or multiple security controls. We use the matrix from [2] to relate controls to threats.
For example, data breaches are mitigated by the controls IS19.4 and SA-02.7. Control IS-19.4 also mitigates malicious
insiders, whereas control RI-01.1 mitigates insufficient due
diligence.

(2)

In order to quantify the risk, we combine the previously
defined concepts for calculating two different values for each
threat: the coverage of a provider, and the harm on an asset,
as defined below.
Definition 4 (Coverage): A score calculated for a given
provider and a given threat. It is calculated with the security
controls implemented by the provider and their mitigations
on the threat. Formally, for a threat t by a provider p, the
coverage is defined in Formula.2.
Mostly, a provider who implements many controls will be
more secure than one who implements fewer controls. In our
approach this score allows us to compare the response of a
provider to a specific threat, it corresponds to a percentage of
implemented controls. In [2] for example, the CSA shows for
each provider, their implemented controls. So, if the CSA gave
10 controls to mitigate a threat, and a provider implemented
5 of them, he gets a coverage of 50%.
Definition 5 (Harm): A level calculated for a given task
and a given threat. It is obtained by combining the security
needs of the task and the corresponding consequences of the
threat. Formally, the harm of a threat t on a task ta is:
X
Harm(t, ta) =
(Consequence(t, o)×N eed(ta, o))
o∈Objective

(3)
Basically, some threats will be more important for some
assets than others. Thus, we sum the needs of the asset, when
there is a consequence on the objective. It corresponds to the
exposition of a task to a specific threat. A denial of service, for
example, has only a consequence on the availability. Whereas
in our motivating example, the process reimbursement task has
a sparse need in availability. So the denial of service will not
really be harmfull for the process reimbursement task, indeed
it does not prevent the reimbursement itself and could be done
later.
Definition 6 (Risk Level): A level calculated for a given
threat, a given task and a given provider. It is the sum of the
harm of the threat on the task, and the vulnerability of the
provider to this threat. The vulnerability is obtained by using
the coverage of the provider and a score denoted Covgmax ,
which represents the maximum possible value for covering a
threat2 . Formally, the risk of a threat t, a task ta and a provider
p is:
Risk(t, ta, p) = Harm(t, ta) + (Covgmax − Coverage(p, t))
(4)
With the risk level we are able to compare providers. It
classifies the providers towards their risk for deploying a
specific task (e.g. Table. III in Section IV). It is similar to the
risk formula stated in Section II-A. However, we use a sum to
better reflect the independence of the vulnerabilities from the
impacts in the cloud context (as the consumer cannot reduce
2 Basically, the maximum coverage is reached by implementing all controls
that mitigate the threat.

IV. E XPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION
To demonstrate the feasibility and the interest of our approach, we have developed a use case, based on our motivating
example and a particular cloud offering. The objective is
to study the balance between security risk and cost, and
to see how much more expensive it is to use a less risky
configuration.
A. Risk Assessment
We start by applying our risk assesment tool to our use case
in three stages: security needs definition, risk evaluation for
each provider, too risky cloud provider exclusion.
1) Security needs definition: To assess the risk, first we
define the security needs for our motivating example (Fig. 1).
We define three levels for each CIANA objective and annotate
the data objects of the process with them (see Table I).
Each level is mapped to a value between 0 and 2 (for
example {P ublic = 0, Restricted = 1, Secret = 2}
for Confidentiality and {P assable = 0, Alterable = 1,
F ixed = 2} for Integrity). We assume that the terms used
are self-documenting.
As explained in Section III-A (Formula. 1) we calculate with these values the task-centric security needs. For
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As the main goal of risk management is to balance the risk
against the costs, we define the following cost model. It takes
into account three types of costs: Usage Costs, Storage Costs
and Transfer Costs. We find that these three types are the
most characteristic of the Cloud business model and we can
generally map each pricing model to these three attributes.
Usage Costs correspond to the CPU power needed to
execute the process. Generally, on IaaS Cloud offers, the
consumer can select which computer power he needs (often in
terms of GigaHertz3 ). In our case, we have decided to express
these costs in Dollars per GigaHertz on a monthly basis, as
many providers still remains to this type of pricing scheme.
So, we annotate each activity of our business process model
with the need in terms of CPU power (per month), called the
ExecutionCost.
Storage Costs correspond to the storage space needed by
the data used by the process. This is expressed in our model
in Dollars per GigaByte (per month). Each data of the process
is annotated with its estimated size, the SizeCost.
Transfer Costs correspond to the amount of incoming and
outgoing data. Generally, Cloud providers bill their consumers
according to the transferred Gigabytes of data. These costs are
usually expressed in Dollars per GigaByte. We calulate this
amount using the SizeCost of the data exchanged between the
process fragments.
Table IV gives examples of such costs for offers used in
our experimentations.

TABLE I
S ECURITY NEEDS ON THE MOTIVATION EXAMPLE .
Confidentiality

B. Cost Model

Data Associations

the vulnerabilities of the provider, and the provider cannot be
involved for the evaluation of the impact).

Public
Public
Public
Restricted
Restricted
Secret
Restricted
Secret
Restricted

Passable
Alterable
Alterable
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed

Continuous
Usual
Usual
Usual
Usual
Usual
Usual
Sparse
Sparse

Tolerable
Futile
Futile
Trusted
Trusted
Trusted
Trusted
Futile
Trusted

Irrelevant
Common
Common
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified
Verified

example, Obtain Incident Details is associated to the data
objects Claim, Incident Details and Hospital Details. So, by
taking the maximum of each data object’s need we get the
need of Obtain Incident Details: {0 (P ublic), 1 (Alterable),
2 (Continuous), 1 (T olerable), 1 (Common)} for respectively {Conf identiality, Integrity, Availability, N onRepudiation, Authenticity}.
2) Risk evaluation for each provider: Then, we use the
consequences to get the harm of each task (Formula. 3). For
example, the Malicious Insider threat (t) has the following
harm on Obtain Incident Details (ta):
Harm(t, ta) = (1×0)+(1×1)+(1×2)+(1×1)+(1×1) = 5.
The first value of each bracket is the consequence (always 1
because the Malicious Insider threat has a consequence on all
five CIANA objectives), the second value is the need obtained
previously.
Since consequences are binary values, and the five CIANA
objectives are defined on levels from 0 to 2, the harm is a
value between 0 and 10.
For the security controls and the mitigations, we use the
STAR Registry and the matrix defined by the CSA [20], [10].
In order to perform realistic tests we selected five Cloud
offers from the CSA STAR Registry [20]. Examples are, for
the previously given controls (III-A) and the five providers:
4
5
• CloudSigma AG and SHI International declare implementing IS-19.4, SA-02.7 and RI-01.1.
6
• Terremark implements IS-19.4 and RI-01-1.
7
8
• FireHost and Softlayer only implement RI-01.1.
To equally take into account the harm and the coverage,
we brought the percentage value of the coverage on a scale
of 0 to 10 (and thus Covgmax = 10). So each risk is a value
between 0 and 20.
For example, in the case of Obtain Incident Detail (ta) on
CloudSigma (p2 ), it is the Malicious Insider (t) threat which
has the greatest risk value (Formula.4):
Risk(t, ta, p2 ) = Harm(t, ta) + (Covgmax − Covg(p, t)) =
5 + (10 − 9) = 6
4 http://www.cloudsigma.com
5 http://www.shi.com
6 http://www.terremark.com
7 http://www.firehost.com

3 Amazon

proposes another type of measure, Elastic Compute Unit (ECU)

8 http://www.softlayer.com

TABLE II
O UTPUT FOR DIFFERENT RUNS

Initiate claim
Obt. incident det.
Obt. hospital rep.
Obt. police rep.
Req. claim docs.
Obt. expert rep.
Send reimb. dec.
Process reimb.
Risk
Cost ($/mo)

x
x

x
x

x
x

7
101.81

6
231.32

Softlayer

CloudSigma

FireHost

SHI Int.

Terremark

TABLE III
M AXIMUM RISK VALUE OF THE ASSETS FOR EACH PROVIDER

12
8
12
11
6
11
12
11

9
6
9
8
2
8
9
8

13
9
13
12
7
12
13
12

10
6
10
9
3
9
10
9

13
9
13
12
4
12
13
12

Note that, as our approach is model driven, it can also work
with different type of objectives (not only CIANA) and other
kind of threats (as the 35 ENISA threats).
3) Too risky provider exclusion: In accordance with the
consumer, the broker defines the level of acceptable risk
(referred to as threshold). For a given asset, this threshold
is used to exclude providers above this value. This eliminates
all deployment options where the risk is too high.
Back to our example, supposing that the threshold is set to 9
by designers, the cells of eliminated providers are grayed out
in Table. III. Respectively a white cell means that the asset
can be deployed on the provider.

x
x
x
5
284.08

Terremark

SHI Int.

FireHost
5
477.73

facing a Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) [13]. Therefore we have proposed a heuristic approach to find a good
configuration in an acceptable time. We do not show details
about our algorithm, as it is not the primary objective of our
proposal, but the principle is as follows. First, we build an
initial solution (so-called Greedy solution) in an iterative way
for all process tasks. The result is then improved by a second
algorithm (T abu search). Details about these algorithms are
available in [13].
We have tested our algorithms applied to our use case in four
different ways to compare the different outputs. It is based on
the pricing models of our 5 Cloud offers available in Table IV.
The results can be seen in Table II.
1) The first run does not contain any constraint relative
to the risk. We take only into account the inclusion and
exclusion constraints and the costs. This is done in order
to get a ”cheap” solution by neglecting the security risks.
2) For the second run we constrain the configuration with
a global threshold for the risk of 6. This means that
the first configuration is no longer possible. It results in
an output where some tasks are moved to another more
”secured”, but also more expensive offer.
3) For the third run we decrease the global risk threshold
to 5, in order to get a even more ”secured” solution
than the previous one. This time, the tasks are located
on three different offers. The configuration is even more
expensive, but with a more acceptable global risk level.
4) In the last run we check if moving a maximum of tasks
on the most ”secured” offer has some significant changes
on the risk or the costs. For our example this has no
impact on the risk value, whereas a very significant
impact on the costs.
TABLE IV
C OSTS OF 5 C LOUD OFFERS

B. Cloud Selection
Here we select the best cloud in two stages: different
configurations evaluation and final clouds selection.
1) Configurations evaluation: The problem is how to assign
n different tasks to p different Cloud offers. Thus, we are

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

CloudSigma
x

x

x
x
x
x
x
x

Softlayer

x
x

x

Terremark

Fourth run
SHI Int.

FireHost

CloudSigma

Softlayer

Terremark

Third run

x

According to [20], CloudSigma has a coverage for this threat
of 10, and the harm of this threat on Obtain Incident Detail is
equal to 5. The risk values for the other threats (as Data Loss
or Data Breach) are below this value. We can not show the
details for all the threats, as it would be extraneous for this
paper.
Table III shows the maximum acceptable risk value for the
nine CSA threats, for the tasks of our motivating example, of
the five providers.

Initiate claim
Obt. incident det.
Obt. hospital rep.
Obt. police rep.
Req. claim docs.
Obt. expert rep.
Send reimb. dec.
Process reimb.

SHI Int.

FireHost

CloudSigma

Softlayer

Terremark

Second run
SHI Int.

FireHost

CloudSigma

Softlayer

First run

Softlayer
CloudSigma AG
FireHost
SHI International, Corp.
Terremark

UsageCost

StorageCost

TransferCost

($/GHz/mo)

($/GB/mo)

($/GB)

$20.00
$13.86
$25.70
$11.56
$3.60

$0.10
$0.18
$2.78
$0.29
$0.25

$0.10
$0.06
$0.50
$0.01
$0.17

It is possible that no configuration is found if the threshold
risk value is too low. In this case, either the user increases the
threshold value, or he considers the Cloud context as too risky
and decides not to move the process to the Cloud.
For our motivating example we constrained the risks and
optimized the costs. But our algorithm also allows constraining
the cost while optimizing the risk, which could be interesting
in some other cases.
2) Final configuration selection: At this point we have a
set of possible configurations (Table II). By making a balance
between risk level and costs, a risk manager can make a choice.
Suppose that finally he chooses the Third run. The problem
is now to deploy our example process on the selected clouds.
C. Process deployment in the cloud
Process deployment is done in two parts: first we decompose
the initial process into fragments and then we deploy these
fragments on the corresponding clouds.
1) Process decomposition: The decomposition transforms
a single process, into a new collaboration between separate
process fragments (a fragment groups activities executed on
the same cloud). The combined behavior of those fragments
provides the same execution behavior as the initial process.
Each resulting fragment represents an autonomous business
process with additional synchronization tasks. These synchronization tasks are added to the process for garanteeing the
control flow of the initial process. They send messages to
notify remote fragments about their execution status. More
details about process decomposition can be found in [21] and
in [6].
Fig. 4 depicts the decomposition of our motivating example
in the selected configuration (grey activities are synchronization tasks).
2) Deployment in clouds: The last step of our approach
consists in deploying this configuration on the selected Cloud
offers. In [6] we presented how we deploy such service
composition as BPEL programs on remote service orchestration engines (e.g., Apache ODE). But as current Cloud
offers do not support this kind of services, we selected offers
providing infrastructure services and used them to deploy our
own execution engines. We are confident that such type of
platforms will rapidly emerge in the future, WSO2 Stratoslive9
is such a PaaS even if still not available through web services.
For some type of processes, tasks could be mapped to existing
offers at the SaaS layer of the Cloud. For others, not service
based, a development phase can be required before deploying
them on the Cloud.
V. R ELATED W ORK
In [22] authors present abstract design methods to split an
application such that various parts of it can be moved to
different target Cloud environments. This split can be done
manually or use optimization algorithms. One key feature
of these methods is that the moving-to-Cloud problem is
9 WSO2
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considered in the early stages of business process and service
modelling. However, these related work do not propose an
approach to directly relate partitioned processes to the existing
Clouds. Also they do not consider security aspects.
Managing security risks in business processes is currently
a hot topic [23]. But most of the current researches mainly
focus on process execution, as in [24] where manual decisions
are supported by a risk-prediction algorithm. At the opposite,
we focus on automating decisions at design-time, before
deployment. These approaches are complementary, but also
focus on different kind of risks.
Other related work as [25] try to secure business processes
by modifying them through patterns after a risk assessment.
In [26] the authors even work on processes in a cloud context;
they propose a tool for analysing processes and decide if their
outsourcing is possible. But none of these methods explain
how the risk is calculated and the process is broken down.
Some models like the Common Vulnerability Scoring System10 or this presented in [19] try to evaluate security vulnerabilities for SOA. However, they present some limitations in the
Cloud context as vulnerabilities are more difficult to establish
and need to be verified. Emerging standards as [11] or [10]
seem to indicate that our coverage approach using security
controls is more adapted.
Another important aspect of our proposal is the ability to
combine risk assessment with other constraints (cost, quality of
service, etc.), which are rarely considered together in similar
approaches. In [18] a cost model is presented and used to
decompose processes among a set of cloud providers. But
the security model is limited as it defines arbitrary security
levels for each provider. Moreover, the author considers all
deployment options, whereas when working in a realistic
cloud environment with many different providers, this is not
always feasible. Our previous work in [6], [21] is on this
vein, but limited to simple security constraints without risk
measurement.
More generally, cloud computing costs are investigated in
many studies, like the the Total Cost of Ownership Approach
presented in [27]. Even if they are defined in a more detailled
fashion and are considering many other aspects, they are not
yet adapted for an automated treatment, and especially not
considered in the business process context.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have proposed a technique for assessing
security risks of business processes before deploying them in
a multi-Cloud environment. This technique relies on two main
aspects, on the one side business process security needs and
on the other side Cloud providers guideline conformance. By
combining the impact evaluation on the Cloud consumer and
the vulnerability assessment of the Cloud provider, a Cloud
security broker can help companies to deploy securely their
applications on a multi-Cloud environment. We also included a

http://wso2.com/products/
10 http://nvd.nist.gov/cvss.cfm
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cost model as a representation to confront security dimensions
with other QoS properties.
To illustrate our approach, we have used the example of an
insurance company. We have defined the security needs on the
five CIANA objectives, and we used the CSA security controls
to evaluate the risk levels of five Cloud providers taken from an
industry-recognized registry: STAR [20]. But remember that
our approach is model driven, so it can be extended to other
sets of controls or objectives.
The approach has some limitations which will be addressed
in future works. The first one is the shortage of empirical
evaluation on real case studies. This is planned in the future
with domain experts and industrial partners. Another one is
that the risk assessment and the provider selection is done at
design-time, it would be interesting to extend our approach for
a configuration at run-time. As the Cloud is a very dynamic
context, taking into account the change of either the business process or the Cloud providers would be an interesting
improvement. We also argue that for the presented example,
the binary values for the implementations and mitigations
are sufficient for comparing the different solutions. But an
extension could be to add a weighting. For instance, some
controls could be rated as ”better” mitigations than others,
and a provider could also implement ”partially” a control.
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